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hen a citizen claims that a cong-ressional act or state statute
tfiolates his or her rights, what is a judge to do? In recent
years we have witnessed a tumultuous debate about this issue between
judicial "conservatives" and liberal^,"^ In Part 1 of this article, I shall
desctibe each of these two positions and explain why both are
constitutionally suspect. In Part 11, I shall suggest that both of these
positions stem from a skepticism about the existence of rights
antecedent to government. I shall contend that, whether or not such
a skeptical posture is philosophically warranted, it sterilizes a
Constitution that was written by persons who believed in the existence
of such rights. In Part 111, I distinguish the "external" from the
"internal" functions that individual rights should perfonn in
constitutional analysis. Finally, in Part N,I address the concerns
of some that letting judges pursue justice will inevitably result in the
"tyranny of the judiciary,"

THECURRENTDEBATE
BETWEEN
JUDICIAL
LIBERALS
AND CONSERVATIVES
Judicial liberals, who have dominated both the courts and academic
discussions for decades, view the Constitution as a "living" document
whose broad provisions warrant the judicial adoption of enlightened
social policy to keep up with changing times. Since the 19305, this
has meant that federal and state courts have legitimated a viitually
unfettered legislative power to remake the law governing economic
relations, while strictly scrutinizing legislation that impinges o n certain
favored non-economic rights.
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Today's judicial conservatives resist the idea ofjudges substantively
scrutinizing congressional and state legislative acts. They view political
legitimacy as stemming entirely from majority will-a will, they say,
that unelected federal judges, especially, have thwarted with impunity.
Popularity elected legislatures are "accountable." Lifetime appointed
judges are not. Judges are authorized only to "apply" the law, not
to "make" it, by which judicial conservatives mean that judges must
follow legislative orders-including the commands contained in the
d
popularly r a ~ e Constitution.
Which of these judicial pllilosophies is most appealing often
depends upon what a person most fears. Judicial liberalism appeals
to those who support a general e.upansion of governmental power
for noble ends, but who fear that state legislatures will prove only
too responsive to a majority's wrongheaded desi're to trample the
(non-economic) freedo~nsof the minority. Liberals would employ a
rather freewheeling judicial activism by federal judges to counter the
discretion of state legislatures.
Judicial conservatism, on the other hand, appeals to those who
me afraid h a t an unaccountable ""activist"judiciary will conspire to
h p o s e its own wrongheaded vision of social policy. To constrain
this exercise of judicial power, h e y would confine federal judges to
enforcing the rule-like provisions of the Constitution2 and, where
the Constitution is more general, they would confine judicial
enforcement to those spec5c applications that were contemplated
or intended by the constitutiond framers.
While the fears of each camp are warranted and. deserving of serious
attention, I think both of these judicial pllilosophies are constitutionally flawed. The first is to override the original constitutional
scheme sf limited, enumerated federal powers as stipulated ,in the
Tenth Amendment:
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the Sratts respectively,
or to the people.=

Despite this constin~tionalinjunction,judicial. liberals view the powers
of Congress to regulate economic activity as virtually unbounded, Since
the 1930s this view has dominated Supreme Court opinions. This
view has been facilitated by, among other devices, an expansive
interpretation of the "commerce clausew4and the "necessary and
proper c l a ~ s e ' 'to
~ grant Congress the power to regulate econoinic
activity witliout any constitutional ~cstraint,~
Judicial liberal's second consatutional mistake is to advocate a
liierarclt~yof rights or liberties. Legislative acts impinging on certain
"personal" (non-economic) liberties are accorded judicial scrutiny;
econo~nicliberties receive no effective protection. The distinction
between econoinic and non-economic libeities, however, receives no
support from a Constitution that ensures the "equal protection of
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the lawsv7and that explicitly protects the "obligation of contract,"'
the undifferentiated "privileges or immunitieswsof citizens, and the
"life, liberty, or property"10 of all persons. Moreover, the Constitution
PI-ovidesthat "private property may not be taken for public use, without
just coinpensation."ll
Although some modem judicial (and political) Iil~eralsclearly wish
it had been othenvise, the Constitution of the United States expressly
acknowledges roperty rights and the obligation of contract. Indeed,
the Supreme &urt has never explicitly refused to review economic
legislation. Instead, it purports to deteimine whether there existed
a "rational basis" for economic legislation-a standard of review that,
as applied by the courts, one hundred percent of economic regulations
.
can pass.
Judicial conservatives embrace the liberals' broad post-New Deal
reading of congressional powers but corn ound this mistake in two
ways. First, they limitjudicial review of legis ative acts to an application
of the narrowest possible readin of only those ri hts that are clearly
specified in the Constitution. !econd, they a opt an expansive,
antebellum view of state legislative discretion. Consequently, judicial
conservatives fiercely resist judicial protection of both non-economic
and economic rights.
This vision of expansive legislative powers, constrained only by
enumerated rights, turns the actual constitutional text upside down.
At the federal level, tile Constitution explicitly establishes a structure
of limited enumerated gavel-nmental powers and expansive individual
rights. Wlzell Congress exceeds its enumerated powers by acting in
ways not shown to be truly "necessary and firoper" to these enumerated
powers, such acts are ultra vires and should not be recognized by
courts as law. Tlaeaofore the substance of congressional acts must
be evaluated by jud es to see whether they are in fact within an
enumerated power. hose acts which sumive this scrutiny must be
further evaluated and stricken if they violate individual rights-for
example, by taking property for public use without paying just
coinpensation or by violating a light of fi-ee speech.
Judicial conservatism also distorts the issue of federal judicial
scrutiny of state statutes by ignoring fundamental structural changes
that occurred long after the framing of the original Constitution. True,
the or-iginaltext left state legislatures free to act in ways that Congress
could not, but this structure was found to be grossly deficient.IgMost
significantly, it permitted state laws enforcing human slavery. The
Thirteenth Amendment outlawed slavery,Is but did not prevent other
legislative abuses that were widespread after the civil war-abuses that
often took the form of econonic regulation,14The FourteenthI5 and
Fifteenth16Amendments, however, fundamentally altered the original
constitutional structure. They expressly authorized Congress and the
courts to protect from state infringement the economic and noneconomic rights to "life, liberty, or property" of all persons, as well
as the "privileges or immunities" of all citizens and the right to vote."
If a ~Titten constitution means anything, it means that even
col~stitutionallights that are unfashional~leaccording to current
political thinking merit genuine judicial protection until the
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Constitution is amended. Judges who turn a blind eye to enumerated
powers and constitutionally protected economic liberties dangerously
undermine their own authority. As people come to believe that the
Supreme Coulr makes up its own constitution as it goes along in
order to fulfill a political agenda, the legitimacy of judicial review
i s eroded and the Constitution is debased.

THE
An underlying philosophical skepticism pervades both judicial
liberalism and conservatism. Judicial conservatives consistently pose
a false choice between an objectively determinate meaning of n ~ l e like constitutional provisions on the one hand and the imposition
ofjudges "subjective preferences" on the other.lB
Many judicial conservatives allow for no middie ground because
they share the view of Jeremy Bentham that "there are no such things
as maturd rights-no such things as rights anterior to the estahlisllrnent
of government ....9'18 Once this skeptical premise is accepted, judicial
decisionmaking that does not rest s uarely on a ]legislative command
can be nothing but illicit, subjective awmaking.
For their pm,judiciall bbemls have long disparaged any assertion
of uslegnumesated slabstmtive rights against state power as positing,
in the words of Justice Holmes, "a brooding omnipresence in the
sky."8a While many judicial liberals were led to this view by the
prevailing pragmatism and utilitarianism of modern thought, there
was a political motive as well. For a time, the judicial protection of
rights antecedent to government operated as a serious constraint on
the g o m h of the modem regulatory-welfare state. W~ththese
institutions in place, however,judicid liberal fealty to lights skepticism
has recently abated, permitting them to favor the judicial protection
of 'Yundamental" (non-economic) rights. Moreover, many have sought
to harness the shetoxic of "entitlements" to resist the eroding
popularity of expansive redistributionist measures.P1
Although intellectuals of every idealogical stripe have shared a
skeptical view of rights for a very long time, grave problems arise
when the Consfitution is intenpreted in this light. The original
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the Fourteenth Amendment were
not wsitten by Benthamites. They were witten by persons who
accepted the reality of Eockean natural iigl~ts.'' This philosophy was
formally enacted in the Ninth Amendment:

9

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain right.^, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the p e ~ p l e , ~ '

The Ninth Amendment has long been dismissed as a "mere" rule
of construction by liberals and conservatives alike. Even if this was
true, however, its importance to today's debate over judicial acthism
is undiminished. Owe reason the Ninth Amendment was included
in the Constitution was precisely to avoid the cramped construction
of individual rights that judicial libemis in the recent past insisted-
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and that conservatives continue to insist-was the framers' "original
intent," As James Madison's original draft of what became the Ninth
Amendment makes clear:
The exceptions here or elsewhere in the Constitution, made in favor of
particular rights, shall not be construed as to diminish the just importance
of other rights retained by the people, or as to enlarge the powers
delegated by the Constitution, but either as actual limitations of such
powns, or as inserted merely for greater caution.P4

In sum, enumerated constitutional rights were meant to supplement
the scheme of enumerated powers in two ways: by further limiting
these powers or by acting as a redundant safeguard against tlxir
illicit expansion, They were not intended to foreclose the existence
and equal protection of other rights retained by the people.
The framers rightly believed that, while democracy is a useful
constraint on the tyranny of the executive branch, it is insufficient
to protect the individual from the tyranny of the legislature. For this
reason, they wrote a Constitution limiting the Federal government
to enumerated powers, and containing not one, but several passages
recognizing the existence of economic and non-economic rights that
even rnajolitarian institutions sliould not violate. As Madison argues
as in Congress he introduced his version of the Bill of Rights:
[Tlhe legislative [branch]...is tlre most powerful, and most likely to be
abused, because it is under the least control. Hence, so far as a
declaration of rights can tend to prevent the exercise of undue power,
it cannot be doubted, that such declaration is proper.""

Notwithstanding this elaborate effort, one by one, most of explicit
power-limiting provisions and rights-protecting passages have been
steadily rendered functionless by the Supreme Coun. Once interpreted
a~vay,these protective strictures never seem to resurface. Judges must
salvage these long-neglected provisions of the text, or the American
expelirnent with constitutional limits on governmental power will have
failed,P6

THEINTERNAL AND EXTERNAL~ c T I O N S
OF UNENUMEKATED
RIGHTS
The limitation of government to its enumerated powers and the
vigorous protection of enumerated rights would go a long way towards
e ~ ~ s u l i nliberty
g
and prosperity, but this is not enough. In addition,
the unenumerated individual rights protected by the Constitution also
must be taken seriously. Such rights are neither mystical creatures,
nor unfathomable mysteries. Rather, they establish a vital baseline
of individual freedom from external interference with voluntary
econol-nic and non-economic activities. Unenuinerated rights or
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"privileges" and "immunities" fi-om government constraints create
a constitutional presumption in favor of liberty and against legislative
constraints on liberty.
In constitutional analysis, individual rights have both an internal
and an external function. Externally, rights prolide a means of
critically evaluating a political scheine. The American revolutionaries,
for example, used a rights analysis to criticize the acts of Parliament
and to justify acts of rebellion against the Crown. The sole played
by individual lights within an assurnedlyjustifiedconstit~itionalscheme,
however, is distinct from using individual lights to critically evaluate
the legitimacy of the constitutional scheme itself, In this mode, a
rights analysis has an internal role to play.
In establishing the Constitution, the fruners contemplated an
internal role for individual rights-that is, they cor~templatedthe
protection of individual rights within the Constitutiond scheme. Such
an internal mode of rights analysis takes the legitimacy Of the
Constitutional structure as given, but requires an interpretation of
this atnacbure that senders it as consistent with an individual rights
analysis as possible. 8%
course, it would: have been possible to d e ~ i s e
a constinreion that did not contemplate the protection of unenumerated rights. Justifying such a eonsdtltion by an externall rights analysis
might, however, prove difficult as internal and external rights diverge.
The constitutional protection of "internal'"ghts,
therefore, can
enhance the externd legitimacy of the constitutional scheme as a
whole.
However7 it is important to note that even within a scheme that
protects unenurnerated rights, an internal analysis of rights could
markedly diverge at points from an external rights analysis of the
Constitutional structure as a whole. Internally, lights claiins have a
presumptive character that permits them to be overcome by sufficiently
weighty Constitutional strictures, So, for example, although the
Constitution continues es protect propemty rights, it also' explicitly
gemits the collection of an income tax2' and the regulation of foreign
t r a d c o 2 Vconstitutional scheme that permits such powers may be
criticized by an external lights analysis, but internally, the taxing power
and commerce powers must be permitted, albeit in a manner that
is as consistent with individual rights as possible.
AXthoug1-n the Constitutional presuinption favoring individual liberty
sometimes may be overcome by sufficiently weighty constituuonal
strictures, this presumption is of great practical hnp6nance. It requires
that a n y claim by some-including those calling themselves a
legislature-to control forcibly the actions of others rnzrst be j u s t ~ f i e d . ~ ~
Rights "theory" is the systematic study of what constitutes a sound
mord justification for the use of force by one against anothere59f
express constitutional warrant for this kind of inquiry is required,
the Constitution of the United States provides it.
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For this inquiry to be meaningful, however, the legislature cannot
be the judge in its own case. We need an impartial third party to
adjudicate claims by individuals that persons designated a legislature
have exceeded their constitutional authority and violated indi~idual
rights. In short, we need substantive 'tjudicial re~iew"of legislative
action.
As Madison argued on the floor of Congress,
If they are incorporated into the constitution, independent tribunals
of justice d l consider themselves in a peculiar manner the guardians
of those rights; they will be an impenetrable bulwark against every
assumption of power in the legislative or executive; they wili naturally
be led to resist every encroachment upon rights expressly stipulated
for in the constitution by the declaration of rightsSs'

Accordingly, the federal courts are empowered by Article I11 to decide
"all Cases, in law and Equity, arising under this Constit~tion,"~~
just
as common law judges have for centuries determined the content
of individual rights,3s

Judicial conservatives fear that judicial review of the substance of
legislative acts will lead (or has already led) to a "tyranny of the
judiciary." Substantive judicial review, they argue, enables judges to
substitute their own "subjective policy preferences" for those of the
legislature. Even if the rights skepticism of judicial conservatives is
in error, the danger ofjudicial overreaching is quite genuine.
Yet the means favored by judicial consewatives for preventing
judicial tyranny exacts too steep a price. By opposing substantive
scrutiny, judicial conservatives would combat the risk of judicial
overreaching by all but ensusing legislative overreaching. .Instead,
the Constitution contemplates thatjudicial overreaching be minimized
by utilizing three important formal constraints on the powers ofjudges
engaged in reviewing legislation.
First, constitutional rights only operate against the government,
They do not generate rights claiins against private parties." Second,
judges have no authority to exercise executive functions or to spend
state or federal tax moneys (except to order the payment of damage
a~vards).
In exercising substantive review,judges, in Jefferson's words,
must be "kept strictly to their own department...."" Finally, the
Constitution contemplates the protection of "negative" not "positive"
Constitutional rights protect individual actions that are
"piivileged and "immune" from governmental interference. While
these rights rnayjustie equal access to "public" property and processes,
they do not justify claims to wealth transfers.
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In short, according to these formal limitations, proper substantive
review only authorizes judges to say no. Judges may only snike down
legislative acts, not pass them. Judicial negation is not legislation,"
Moreover, the Constitution provides three important snvctural
safeguards ofjudiciall performance. First, both the President ancl the
Senate may scrutinize the "udicid pllilosoyhy" of all judicial
appointment^^^; second, federal judges may be impeached by the
Senate"; and, third, where the text itself is wrong, it may and should
be amended.40Any lack of "public will" to use these constin~tionally
authorized constraints on judicial power suggests that the problem
with the judiciary today is not that it has thwarted the majority's \+ill,
but that it has succumbed to it, While the danger of judicial
overreachingis quite real, with these formal and structural constraints,
the judiciary is indeed the "least dangerous branch,"

The debate about judicial philosophies often camouflages a more
f~~ndmeneall
debate about politicd philosophies. The authors of the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the Fourteenth Amendment tried
t~ design a constitutional structure and constraints that would facilitate
their political views. It is no accidene therefore, that this structure
pinches the feet of those who do not accept the framers' political
vision. Some try to evade this structure by expanding or contracting
the role of the judiciary.
Still, although political vision is all that can everjustify a canstitution,
the debate over the appropriate role of the couas is itself important.
MTe remain at peace with one another by confining our political
disputes eo constitutionally pelrnissihle channels. Those on the right
or left who manipulate the constitutional text to support their political
vision invite grave social conflict by undermining the legitimacy of
these cllannels. They convert the Constitution into a mere fig leaf
for wholly extra-constitutional debate. We must end this dangerous
g m e b y resto~tnglboththe texhlal constraints o n governinental power
and the vision ofjustice based on individual rights that the Constitution
presupposes to their rightful places in constitutional adjudication.

1. In this essay, I will refer to judicial liberals and conservatives. Such persons may,
but need not also be political liberals and consewadves.
2. For example, tlie provision that stipulates tlrat a person must be thirty-five years
old to be Resident See Article 11, Sec. 1.
3. U.S.Constitution, Amend. X.
4. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 8 ("The Congress shall have Power...To regulate
Commerce with foreign Nations, and among elle several States, and uith the Indian
Tribes...").
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5. U.S.Constitution, An. I, Sec. 8 ("The Congress shall have Power ...To make all
Laws which sllall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution tlie foregoing
Powrtrs..."),
6. See Richard A. Epstein, "The Proper Scope of the Commerce Potver," Viginia
Law Rarim 73 (1897): 1387-1455.
7. U.S. Conshtution, Amend. XIST ("No State shall...deny to any person ~rithinits
jurisdiction the equal protection of the lanfs").
8. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10 ("No State shall...pass any ...La\\* impairing the
Obligation of Contracts...."). See Richard k Epstein, "To\\-ardsa Revitalization of the
Contracts Clause," Universig of Chicago Law RPviezrr 51 (1984): 703-751.
9. U.S. Constitution, Amend. Xn7 ("No State shall rnake or erzforce any law which
sllall abridge the pri\ileges or immunities of citizens of tile United States....") See
Michael Kent Curtis, No State Shall Abridge: The Fourleenth Amendment and th Bill of
Rights (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 19136).
10. U.S.Constitution, Amend. V ("No persons sllaU be ...deprived of Eft, liberty, or
propeny, \+itllouodue process of latv...."); U.S. Constitution, Amend. XTV ("nor sllall
any State deprive any person of liFe, liberty, or propeny, without due process of law....").
For a discussion of the "substantive" conceptioil of "due process of law" that preceded
tile adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, see Michael Les Bcneciict, "Laissez-Faire
and Liberty: A Re-Evaluation of the Meaning and Origins of Laissez-Faire
Constitutionalism, Law and Histoty R ~ ~ 3E(1985):
w
293-331.
11. U.S. Constitution, Amend. V. See Richard A. Epstein, TaAings: Private Propettj
and th Power of Eminent Domain (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985).
1 summarize Epstein's thesis in Randy E. Barnett, Book re tie^., Ethics 97 (1987): 669672. For a useful criticism of this tllesis, see Jeffrey Rogers Hummel,"Epstein's Takings
Doctrine and the Public-Goods Problem" (book revieti.), Texus Law Rarkw 65 (1987):
1233-1242.
12. State legislative power was not originally unbounded, ho\vever. Signiticantly,Article
I. Sec. 10 stipulated that "No State shall make any Thing but gold and silver Coin
a Tender in Payment of debts; pass any...ex post factor Law, or Lati*impairing the
Obligation of' Conmcts...."By the time the Founeenth Amendment was passed, these
strictures had already been denied any meaningful funcrion i n constraining state
legislatures.
13, U.S. Constitution, Amend. XPPI ("Neither slavery nor involuntary Servitude, except
the piny shall have been duly convicted, shall
as pullislunrnt for a crime ~*hereof
exist tritllin tlie United States, or any place subject to tl~eirjurisdiction").
14. See e.g. JenniFer Roback, "The Political Economy of Segregation: TRc Case of
Segregated Streetcars,"Journal of Economic Histo9 46 (1986): 893-917.
15. See supra notes 7 and 9.
16. U.S. Constitution, Amend. X S T ("The rights of citizcrns of the United States ro
t70teshall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account
of race, color, or pretious condition of senitude").
17. Note that rrhile the Fifteenth Amendment prohibits the denial or abridgement
of the right to vote "on account of race, color, or prtvious condition of seruitude," the
protectiolzs of the Fourteenth Amendment a= not limited to legislarive abuses on
this basis.
18. See Stephen hlacedo, The New Right v. The Constitution (Washington, DC: Cato
Institute, 1986). pp. 33-41.
19. Jeremy Bentbarn, "Anarcllical Fallacies," in A. Meldon, ed., Human Rights,
(Belmont, CA: Wadsworrh, 1970),p. 31.
20. Soutllern Pacific Co. v. Jenseiz, 224 U.S. 205, 222 (1917) (Holmes,J., dissenting).
21, I chronicle r l ~ egrorring rejection of rights skepticism and the related plilosophy
of legal positiiism in Randy E. Barnett, Gntrmt Scholarship and the R e e m q p c e of Legal
Philosophj (book re~iez,),
Haruard Law R P r l h 97 (1984): 1223-1236.
22. See Edivrird S. Condn, "The 'Higher Law' Background o f h e r i c a n Constitutional
Law," Haruard Lauj Review 42 (1928):149-185, 369-409;Tilomas C. Grey, "The Ongills
of the Un~n-ittenConstitution: Fundamental Larv in American Rcvolutionar):Thought,"
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Stanford Law Rmiew 30 (1978): 843-893; Suzanne Sherry, "The Founders Unt$rirten
Constitution," Univmity of Chicago Law Review 54 (1987): 1127-1177.
23. U.S. constitution, Amend IX (ernpliases added). I discuss tlie Ninth Arnend~nent
at length in Randy E, Barnett, "James Madison's Ninth Amendment," in The fights
Raained by the People: 7 7 ~
Histov and l'llmning of the hTinth Amrmdmenl ( R . Barnett,
ed. forthcoming). See also, "Symposium on Interpreting the Nintli Amendment," C h i m p Kme Law R w h (forthcoming).
24. Annals of Congress, vol. 1 (Washington, DC: J. Gales & IV. Seaton, ed. 1834), p.
452 (emphasis added).
25. Madison, supra note 24, at 454.
26. Two recent cases interpreting t l ~ e"takings clause" of the Fiftlz Amendment s h o ~ ~
that rehabilitating right-protecting provisions is possible, even aFter years of neglect.
See First Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. Los Angeles County, 480 U.S.
107 §.CL2378 (1987); Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 483 U.S.-,
107 S.CL 3141 (1987).
27. U.S. Constitution, Amend. XW ("The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes on incornes, horn tv11ate.c-ersource derived, \~itlloutapportioilment among the
several States, and without regard to any censuj or enurnendon.")
28. U.S,Constitution, Arc I, Sec. 8 ("The Congress sball have Power...To regulate
Commerce with foreign Nations..."),
29. On the need for moral justification of legal coercion, see Ronald Dworkin, Law's
Empire (Cambridge, MA: Haward LTnivenity Press), p. 110; Datid Lyons, "Constitutional
Interpretation and Original Mcandng,"Social Philosophy and Policy 4 (1986): 78-80; Dale
A. Nance, "Legal 'Theory and the Pivotal Role of ehe: Concept of Coercion," University
of Colorado Law l?a&w57 (1985): 143.
30. For one approach, see Randy El. Barnett, "Pursuing Justice in a Free Society:
Pan One-Power v. Liberty," Criminal J~Stic.9 Ethics 4:2 (SurnrnerIFall 1985): 40-72;
id. Foreword: ' W h y We Need Legal Philosophy," HarvardJournal of Law and Public
Policy 8 (1985): 6-15; M. "A Consent Theory of Contract, Columbia Law Review 86 (1986):
29 1-300.
31. Madison, supra note 24. ae 457,
32. U.S. Constitution, Arr. IIZ, Sec. 2.
.33. 1discuss substantivejudicial review at greaterlengh in Randy E. Barnett, Foreword:
"Judicial Conservatism v. A Principled Judicial Activism," Harvad Journal o j ' l a w and
,
Public Policy 10 (1987): 273-291.
34. This is known in constitutional parlance as the "puhlic-pri&te" distil~ction.I
explain this and other usages of the distinction in Randy E. Barnett, Foreword: "Four
Senses of the Public Law-Private Law Distinction," Haward Journal o j Law and Public
Policy 9 (1986):267-273.
35. Letter of Thomas Jcffesson to James Madison (Marc11 15, 1789), reprinted in
Bernard Schtvartz, The Bill of Rights: A Dontmentaly Histoq, vol. 1 (New York: Chelsea
House, 19711), p. 620. Tlus passage was pan of Jefferson's argument that Madison
had to date underestimated the effectivel~essof judicial review to combat legislative
abuses:

-

In tlle argumexits in favor of a declaration of rights, you omit one which has
great weight ~viitlime, tile legal check which it puts into tlic trands of the judiciary.
l~
independent, and kept strictly to their ow11
This is a body, ~ ~ ~ l iiFi crendered
department merits great confidence for their learning and integrity.
Some credit Jefferson's influence for Madison's later explicit endorsement oEjudicial
review in lus speech in the House of Representatives. See Benlard Schw*artz, TIM
h a t Rights of illankind (Oxford: Oxford trniversity Press, 1977), p. 118.
36. See David P. Curtie, "Positive and Negative Consdtutional Rights," University of
Chicago Law Review 53 (1986): 864-890,
37. Analogously the Senate may reject, but may not choose a Supreme Court Justice
and the President may veto, but not initiate and pass legislation. We consider neitl~er
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ofd ~ e s eFunrrions to be "la~tmaking."
Still I must emphasize that these are only analogies.
Judges do not have a "veto" porver over legislation that they, like tlie President, may
exercise simply because they disagree with the tvisdom of legislation. Rather, they
may strike down legislation only if it is unconstitutional. Tltc point is that when they
do so, they are not engaged in lawmaking--except to the extent that their act influences
future judicial decisions

